INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
TRADITIONAL VERANDA >6m WIDE WITH GUTTER

Introduction

Safety

Congratulations on purchasing a veranda from Nexterior. Our
self-assembly veranda kits are designed to be simple and
straightforward to erect for anyone with competent DIY skills.

We want you to remain safe while you install your new veranda.
Please consider the following:
●

Some of the components are heavy. Care should be taken
when lifting and manoeuvring into position. Some elements of
the installation require at least two people

●

Glass should be handled carefully due its weight, size and
potential for breaking. Handle one sheet of glass at a time.
Glass should be stored standing on its long edge with suitable
protection to edges

●

Some working at height is required, for example when
installing the wall plate, veranda roof structure and glass roof
panels - care should be taken when using stepladders,
platforms and/or scaffolding

●

Wear suitable personal protective equipment - safety
footwear, gloves, eye protection and safety helmet

These instructions will take you through each step of the installation
process. We recommend that you read the instructions in full before
making a start on installing your veranda.
We take great care in manufacturing, packing and transporting each
veranda so it reaches you in the best possible condition. If you find
when you unwrap the different components something is not as it
should be, please contact us at office@nexterior.co.uk or on 01386
833627.
Components are supplied pre-drilled and complete with the fixings
required for installation. Your kit also includes lead flashing for the
veranda roof. Some drilling and cutting is required e.g. wall plate and
leg posts - the installation instructions will explain what is required at
the relevant stage in the installation process.
If you have any questions regarding your installation, you are
welcome to contact us and we will do our best to answer your
queries.

Veranda kit contents
Your veranda kit comprises the following components:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Wall plate - attaches the veranda to a supporting wall
Eaves beam - supports the front, lower part of the veranda roof
Glazing bars - connect the wall plate and eaves beam and support the
glass panels. The end glazing bars are referred to as outer glazing bars.
All other glazing bars are referred to as inner glazing bars
Pressure beads - attach to the glazing bars and hold the glass panels in
place under pressure
Bar end wings - attach to the outer glazing bars to provide a neat finish
along the outer edge of the veranda
Glass - panels of 6mm toughened glass
Glass joining strips - for verandas with a projection >2.5m, two panels
of glass are supplied for each roof section, separated by a glass joining
strip
Glass stop brackets - attach to the ends of glazing bars to hold glass in
position. These are pre-fitted to inner glazing bars and supplied loose to
fit on outer glazing bars during installation
Leg posts - support the weight of the eaves beam
Leg bottoms - fit over the lower section of the leg posts and conceal the
leg fixing brackets
Spandrels - architectural brackets that fit between the eaves beam and
leg post
Leg fixing brackets - anchor the leg post to the ground
Rubber gasket - inserts into the glazing bars and pressure beads
Lead - for flashing the veranda roof along the length of the wall plate
(If ordered) gutter, end stops, joiners and running outlet/chain

Fig. 1 - Veranda components

Installation process - summary

Tools required

Step 1

Install a suitable foundation for the veranda leg posts

To assemble your new veranda, you will need the following tools:

Step 2

Unpack your veranda components and calculate height
for wall plate and leg posts

Step 3

Attach the wall plate to the wall

Step 4

Fit the rubber gasket to the glazing bars and pressure
beads

Step 5

Cut the leg posts to the desired length

Step 6

Assemble the legs and eaves beam

Step 7

Erect the legs and eaves beam, and attach the glazing
bars

Step 8

Fit the spandrels

Step 9

Secure the leg posts to the ground

Step 10

Fit the bar end wings and glass stop brackets

Step 11

Fit the glass

Step 12

Attach the gutter (if supplied)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Power drill/driver
6mm dia. masonry drill bit (for drilling fixing holes in the wall)
8mm dia. HSS drill bit (for drilling fixing holes in wall plate)
Cross head screwdriver bit and holder
Hacksaw (for cutting leg posts to desired size)
13mm spanner
4mm allen key
Measuring tape
Spirit level
Mastic sealant gun
Rubber mallet
Masking tape
Protective sheet (suitable for laying components on when they
are being prepared for installation)
Stepladder/work platform

Before you start
Before making a start on installing your new veranda, we recommend
that you:
●

Please read these instructions carefully

●

Check that there is sufficient space for the veranda and that
there are no downpipes, cables or other protrusions to
interfere with the wall plate or glass

●

Ensure the wall to which the veranda will be attached is of
sound construction with no loose bricks, flaking mortar, etc.

●

Check you have the correct fixings for the type of wall you are
fixing into (concrete screws for fixing into masonry are supplied
but may not be suitable for every wall)

●

Provide an adequate foundation for the veranda leg posts - see
fig. 2

●

Carefully unwrap the components and familiarise yourself with
them - each package is labelled to assist with familiarisation

●

Handle the components carefully - the powder-coated finish
will scratch if treated roughly. Some stages in the installation
process require protection to be provided - low-tack masking
tape is usually sufficient

Fig. 2 - Recommended footings for leg posts

Detailed installation instructions
Step 1 - Footings for leg posts
Prior to erecting your new veranda, adequate footings need to be
provided to support each leg post. We recommend either of the
following options (see Fig. 2):
●
●

Concrete base measuring 400mm x 400mm x 400mm
Alternatively, a 315mm deep compacted stone base overlaid
with mortar and paving slab

Leg posts are inset from the ends of the veranda. The length of inset
varies depending on the width of your veranda, whether or not a
gutter is to be fitted and other design factors. We can advise on the
position of the leg posts if required before your veranda is delivered
to enable the footings to be laid in readiness in the correct position.
Step 2 - Unpack the veranda components and calculate height for
wall plate and leg posts
Each pack of components is labelled to assist with identification.
Fig. 1 will also help to familiarise you with the different components.
Your veranda is designed to be installed with an optimum roof pitch
of 15 degrees, though it can be pitched between 10-20 degrees. We
do not recommend a pitch outside this range.

To achieve the correct roof pitch, you will need to calculate the
height at which to install the wall plate and the desired length of leg
post.
The tables on the following page will help. Some points to consider
in determining the correct height:
●

Leg posts are supplied in 3m lengths and are intended to be
cut to the desired size on site. Don’t worry about achieving a
perfectly neat cut as the cut edge of the leg posts will be
concealed by the leg bottoms

●

We recommend that the top of the leg posts be the same
height as the top of any door or window frames adjacent to
the veranda, to avoid restricting views out of windows and
doors

●

The leg posts attach to the underside of the eaves beam which
has a vertical flange. The bottom of the flange is 80mm lower
than the fixing position for the leg post. Please bear this in
mind if you are planning to install the veranda at a low height
as the flange will reduce the headroom further

Tables for calculating height (for a 15 degree pitch)
1.5m Projection

Fig. 3

Veranda with gutter

Veranda without gutter

Length “a”

373mm

347mm

Length “c”

1411mm

1314mm

Veranda with gutter

Veranda without gutter

Length “a”

502mm

476mm

Length “c”

1894mm

1797mm

2.0m Projection

2.5m Projection

Veranda with gutter

Veranda without gutter

Length “a”

632mm

606mm

Length “c”

2377mm

2280mm

Veranda with gutter

Veranda without gutter

Length “a”

761mm

735mm

Length “c”

2860mm

2763mm

3.0m Projection

Note: Length “c” is distance from wall to centre of leg post, not the
outer edge of the veranda roof which overhangs the leg post.

3.5m Projection

Veranda with gutter

Veranda without gutter

Length “a”

890mm

864mm

Length “c”

3343mm

3246mm

Step 3 - Install wall plate
Select the wall plate. Drill 8mm diameter holes through the rear
flange of the wall plate, approximately 100mm from each end and at
600mm centres (Fig. 4). Avoid drilling holes in line with the
pre-drilled glazing bar fixing holes in the curved front face of the wall
plate.
Fig. 4

Hold the wall plate against the wall at the required height and ensure
it is level. Mark through the position of the fixing holes. If using the
masonry screws supplied with your veranda kit, drill holes in the wall
6mm diameter x 100mm deep.
Take a roll of lead flashing and cut it to the desired length. Measure
70mm from one edge of the roll of lead and using a long straight

edge e.g. timber batten, gently bend the lead along its length to
enable it to be folded over the top edge of the wall plate.
Hold the wall plate in position against the wall with the lead flashing
tucked down behind it. Leave 70mm of lead protruding above the
wall plate and overlap each section of lead by 100mm (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5

Screw the wall plate and lead flashing securely to the wall. If the wall
is not straight, use packers between the wall and flashing.

Step 4 - Fit rubber gasket to glazing bars and pressure beads
Before the glazing bars and pressure beads that form part of the
veranda roof system can be installed, rubber gasket must be inserted
along their length.
Select the inner glazing bars, outer glazing bars, pressure beads and a
coil of rubber gasket. Push the rubber gasket into both grooves on
the inner glazing bars (Fig. 6). Trim the gasket to be flush with the
ends of the glazing bars.
Fig. 6

Push the rubber gasket into the left hand groove only on one of the
outer glazing bars and the right hand groove only on the other outer
glazing bar. Trim the gasket to be flush with the ends of the glazing
bars.
Push the rubber gasket into the groove on each of the pressure
beads. Trim the gasket to be flush with the ends of the beads.
Step 5 - Cut leg posts to desired length
Select the leg posts. Lay the leg posts on a flat surface, taking care to
protect the powder-coated finish from rough surfaces e.g. patio
slabs, etc.
Decide on the length of leg required to achieve the desired roof
pitch. Measure the leg posts carefully. The top of each leg post has a
fixing plate welded to it to enable fixing of the leg post to the eaves
beam. Do not cut this end of the leg post.
Using a hacksaw, cut the leg posts to the correct length as shown in
Fig. 3.

Step 6 - Assemble the leg posts and eaves beam
Your veranda will comprise more than one section of eaves beam
which will need to be joined together by leg posts. Before you start
this next step, please note the following:
●

Leg posts will either be end leg posts (fitted closest to the ends
of the veranda) or joiner posts (used to join two sections of
eaves beam together)

●

End leg posts have 4 no. pre-drilled holes in the fixing plates at
the end of the leg post. Joiner leg posts have 8 no. pre-drilled
holes in the fixing plate

●

Leg posts have either one or two M6 allen-head bolts
protruding from the leg post, about 560mm from the top, used
to fix spandrels to the leg post

●

For verandas that are 8.4m wide or less, your veranda will
comprise two eaves beam sections

●

Verandas wider than 8.4m will comprise two end sections of
eaves beam plus one or more middle sections. The label on
the packaging will identify the eaves beam type - start with an
end section of eaves beam for this step

Select an end leg post and an end eaves beam section. Remove the
M8 bolts and washers from the eaves beam.

Fig. 7

Place the leg post in position against the flange of the eaves beam
(Fig. 7). If the end leg post only has a single M6 allen-head bolt
protruding from the post, it will be handed (left or right); the correct
position when fitting a handed end leg post is with the M6
allen-head bolt on the inner face of the leg post, facing the centre of
the veranda.

Step 6 - Assemble the leg posts and eaves beam (cont.)
Fig. 8
Line the 4 no. pre-drilled holes in the fixing plate on the end of the
leg post with the 4 no. M8 threaded holes at the end of eaves beam.
Loosely bolt in position using the M8 x 25mm long bolts and washers.
Do not overtighten.
Select a joiner leg post, slide the slot in the end of the post over the
flange of the eaves beam and loosely bolt it in place at the other end
of the eaves beam using 4 no. M8 x 25mm long bolts and washers.
Do not overtighten. Half of the fixing plate will overhang the end of
the eaves beam (Fig. 8).
Stick masking tape or similar to the outer surface of the leg posts to
protect the powder coated finish. Select the leg bottoms and slide
over the leg posts.
You have now assembled the first section of eaves beam and leg
posts and these are ready to erect (Step 7). You will need to repeat
this assembly process for the remaining sections of eaves beam and
leg posts. However, once you have assembled the first section, we
recommend that you complete Step 7 before returning to complete
Step 6 for each of the remaining eaves beam sections/leg posts.

Step 7 - Erect the leg posts and eaves beam

Step 8 - Fit the spandrels

This step requires two or more people to help lift and hold the
assembled leg posts and eaves beam in to position.

Select the spandrels. The spandrels fix to the inside face of the eaves
beam flange and the leg post.

Carefully lift the legs posts, leg bottoms and eaves beam assembly
into place and hold in a vertical position by person 1.

Undo the 2 no. M6 x 20mm long allen-head screws pre-inserted in
each spandrel and bolt the spandrel into position to the eaves beam.

Select an outer glazing bar (the groove without the rubber gasket
needs to be on the outer end of the roof). Screw the glazing bar in
position in the pre-drilled holes in the wall plate and eaves beam
using the 4.8 x 13 size self-tapping fixing screws. Do not overtighten.

Undo the 1 no. M6 allen-head screw pre-inserted into the leg post
and bolt the spandrel to the leg post .

Select an inner glazing bar and screw into position at the other end of
the wall plate and eaves beam. The structure should now be self
supporting.
Fit the inner glazing bars in the same way, using the 4.8 x 13 size
self-tapping fixing screws into the pre-drilled holes in the wall plate
and eaves beam.
Slide the leg bottoms up the legs and tie or clamp them up out of the
way - this is to enable fitting of the leg fixing bracket in Step 9.
Repeat step 7 for the remaining leg posts/eaves beam assemblies.
Note that, for verandas wider than 8.4m, the middle eaves beam
section(s) require only inner glazing bars to connect the eaves beam
to the wall plate - do not fit outer glazing bars to middle sections.

You may need to loosen the leg fixing bolts to allow a little
movement in order to get the screws started.
Tighten all bolts and screws.

Step 9 - Secure the leg posts to the ground
Lift one leg post at a time and slide the leg fixing bracket into
position, so that the leg tube passes through the 78mm diameter
hole in the centre of the bracket.
Using a spirit level, make sure that the legs are upright and adjust if
necessary. By measuring the diagonals (Fig. 9) check that the
veranda is square to the wall. Adjust if necessary and re-check that
the legs are upright.
Fig. 9

Spin the leg fixing brackets so that the 6mm diameter threaded hole
on the outer circumference is facing back towards the wall. Using a
6mm diameter masonry drill bit, drill through the 3 no. pre-drilled
holes in the leg fixing brackets into the footings (Fig. 10) and screw
down using M7.5 x 72mm long concrete screws (if suitable).
Fig. 10

Step 9 - Secure the leg posts to the ground (cont.)
Using an 8mm diameter HSS drill bit drill a hole through the bottom
of the leg post using the pre-drilled holes on each side of the leg
fixing bracket as a guide (Fig 10).
Pass the supplied M8 x 100mm long bolt through the leg fixing
bracket and leg and secure with an M8 nut.
Carefully slide the leg bottom down the leg and over the leg fixing
bracket. Secure with the pre-inserted M6 x 20mm long allen-head
screw and washer through the 6.5mm pre-drilled hole at the base of
the leg bottom and into the threaded hole in the leg fixing bracket.
Remove the protective masking tape. Seal the joint between the leg
bottom and upper leg with clear silicone sealant (not supplied).
Step 10 - Fit the bar end wings to the sides of the outer glazing bars
Select the bar end wings. Slide the bar end wings into position in the
outer glazing bars (fig. 11).
Select the two loose glass stop brackets and self-tapping screws.
Screw the glass stop brackets onto the end of the outer glazing bars.

Fig. 11

Step 11 - Fit the glass
This step requires two or more people using step-ladders or work
platforms.
When fitting glass, start at one end of the veranda and work your
way across the roof. If your veranda butts up to a side wall at one
end or has restricted access, start fitting the glass at this end.
Before you start, please note the following:
●

For a standard width veranda (e.g. 1.8m, 2.4m, 3.0m, 3.6m,
4.2m, etc. wide, all exactly divisible by 600mm), the end glass
panel at each end of the roof will be slightly narrower at 564
mm wide. All other glass panels will be 584 mm wide

●

For a non-standard width veranda i.e. one where the veranda
width is not exactly divisible by 600mm, all the glass panels will
be exactly the same width

●

For verandas with a projection >2.5m, 2 no. glass panels are
supplied for each roof section. These are separated by glass
joining strips. The longer glass panel should always be fitted at
the lower end of the veranda roof and the shorter panel at the
upper end

If your veranda projection >2.5m, select a glass joining strip and
apply silicone sealant (not supplied) into the recess (Fig. 12). Slide
the glass sealing strip into position on the upper edge of the glass.
Apply silicone sealant along the upper edge of the glass joining strip.
Select the shorter pane of glass and lift it into position to fill the top
section of the opening.
Select two pressure beads and clip them into position by exerting
pressure to the top face of the bead until it clicks into place. (Fig. 6)
It is best to start at each end and work towards the middle, or the
glass joining strip (if fitted). Seal along the top edges of the glass
joining strip with silicone sealant.

Fig. 12
Select a glass panel (564mm wide for a standard width veranda).
Carefully lift it into position and rest it on the glazing bar rubber
gaskets in the first opening, The end of the glass should touch the
glass stops on the front of the glazing bar.

Step 11 - Fit the glass (cont.)
Now dress the lead over the end of the glazing bar and glass to
create a simple flashing. Do this by carefully tapping the lead into
place over the outer glazing bar and down onto the top of the glass,
using a rubber mallet and working towards you.
Note: Verandas with a projection >2.0m use a taller glazing bar and
have a 5cm long section cut out at the end of the glazing bar to dress
the lead into (Fig 12).
Seal the lead against the wall with “Lead Mate” or similar sealant (not
supplied), as you work your way along (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13

Now take another pane of glass, lift this into position in the next
roof section and complete the same steps as before. Continue this
way until the veranda roof is fully glazed.
Each glass panel is labelled to show its dimensions. In the unlikely
event of a breakage, replacement glass can ordered from a local
glass merchant using the dimensions on the label and specifying
6mm toughened glass with arrised (not polished) edges.
Step 12 - Fit the gutter
The gutter sections are pre-drilled with holes to align with the
pre-drilled holes in the flange of the eaves beam.
Take a gutter section and bolt it to the front face of the eaves beam
using the M6 allen head gutter screws supplied. The heads of the
gutter screws are powder-coated to match the rest of the veranda
and are intended to be inserted into the gutter section from the
inside face of the eaves beam.

Step 12 - Fit the gutter (cont.)
If draining via a running outlet, bolt the running outlet to the front
face of the eaves beam.
If any of the fixing holes are a little too snug for the gutter screws
(due to the powder-coating process), they can be opened up using a
6.5mm diameter drill bit at slow speed.
Fit the gutter end stops and joiners and seal in place using silicone
sealant.
If draining the gutter via a chain, attach the chain by inserting the
supplied galvanised pin through a link in the chain and suspend
through the outlet hole in the gutter.
Where the gutter drains via a running outlet, a downpipe (optional
extra) can be fitted to the 63mm diameter running outlet.
Step 13 - Enjoy!
Congratulations - your veranda is complete. You can now sit back,
relax and enjoy it.

